
The MLWINDSOR by McGrath locks is a Sleek stylish lock, This Fire Rated 4 in 1
Digital Door Lock is perfect for any buildings or apartments needing a fire rated
lock. A sleek door lock with Bluetooth app, pin code, RFID card and manual key
to provide quick and convenient access.. This 4 in 1 digital door lock represents
a stylish design easy entry as you can unlock the door from 3 meters away. A
sleek door lock with a Bluetooth App, pin code, RFID card and manual key to

provide quick and convenient access. Add a gateway and this lock can be
unlocked anywhere in the world using the TTLock app. send digital keys to

friends, or timed access if you have a maintenance needing to be done to your
house, use the TTLock app to see a complete audit trail on how someone has

got in and the time. The MLWINDSOR comes with or with out a dormakaba
MS2602, MS2902
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5 ways to unlock

Bluetooth 

WiFi

Pin Code

Card

Mechanical Key
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McGrath Locks
Making Access Easier

 
McGrath Digital Locks adopt the latest
automatic technology to unlock and lock
automatically without hands. Connect your
smart lock to the WiFi network via a
gateway, you can control you locks
anywhere and anytime and it will bring the
amazing experience of smart life.

McGrath Locks now offers a range of
residential locks, decoders and RFID cards.
These elegant, streamlined stainless steel
designs will ensure ease of access and top
security for your properties. Constructed
using the finest materials to incorporate the
maximum standards in durability, quality
and
design. Please scan for

more info.
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